Solution Brief

ScaleArc for SQL Server
For Deployment with SQL Server 2012/2014

Summary
SQL Server 2012/2014 offers a number of benefits, including AlwaysOn
Availability Groups, but migrating to these versions of SQL Server presents
a number of challenges. ScaleArc offers a seamless and transparent path
for migration, along with an essential set of features that take fault tolerance,
performance, scalability, and visibility to the next level.

This solution brief outlines the
benefits that ScaleArc provides
when migrating to, and operating

in, a Microsoft SQL Server
ScaleArc can be transparently deployed into SQL Server environments,
2012/2014 database environment.
including SQL Server 2005, 2008/2008 R2, and 2012/2014. For those
looking to migrate to SQL Server 2012/2014 from an older version, ScaleArc
can facilitate a faster migration at lower operational cost. ScaleArc can be
deployed in minutes and does not require any changes to existing
applications or databases. The ScaleArc software can be deployed on bare metal,
on VM, or in the cloud.
The patented ScaleArc technology provides the following benefits:


enables automated higher availability with dynamic SQL query-level load
balancing



immediately improves performance – speeds response times up to 60X
with the world’s first transparent, query-level cache



delivers real-time SQL analytics for instant troubleshooting and capacity
planning



enables scaling of your existing database infrastructure 10x or more,
without making changes to databases or applications



provides an elegant, simple SQL firewall as an added layer of protection

Overview
SQL Server 2012/2014 introduces substantial improvements over SQL Server 2008
R2. Foremost among these improvements is the concept of AlwaysOn Availability
Groups, which allows for enterprise-level high availability and disaster recovery
compared to mirroring functionality.
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A SQL 2012/2014 AlwaysOn Availability Group supports a failover environment for
a discrete set of user databases, known as availability databases, which are
grouped and can fail over together. Availability Groups consist of a set of primary
databases and from one to four sets of corresponding secondary databases, known
as replicas. These can be comprised of 2 synchronous and 2 asynchronous, which
can be utilized for servicing read queries, while the primary replica can service all
queries. The recommended deployment for SQL Server 2012/2014 Availability
Groups consists of deploying the databases as standalone instances on top of
Windows Server Failover Clustering (WSFC) services, which are responsible for
failover and fault tolerance. A WSFC group must be created for every Availability
Group.

Challenges with Migrating to SQL Server
2012/2014
SQL Server 2012/2014 includes many compelling capabilities, but taking
advantage of these features requires significant investment. The overall
architectures are quite different (e.g., use of WSFC), demanding significant
planning and design before migrating. Applications must also support the
concept of ‘read intent’ strings to fully take advantage of the scale out
environment offered by the usable secondary replicas in SQL Server
2012/2014.

SQL Server 2012/2014 includes
compelling benefits, especially in
the area of auto failover. But

migrating to these versions
Connecting to the database environment via the Availability Group
requires significant application
Listener leads to slow failure detection – A SQL 2012/2014 Availability
Group deployment relies on the concept of deploying standalone database
modifications to take advantage of
instances on top of Windows Server Failover Cluster. Each Availability
the database’s new capabilities.
Group has what is known as the Availability Group Listener (AGL), which
consists of a Virtual Network Name (VNN) that maps to one or more IP
addresses and port combinations. The AGL has no intelligence above Layer
4 (TCP), and a client (application server) uses the VNN to establish
connections to the primary replica. The connections can then be re-routed to one of
the available secondary replicas based on the read-intent connection string. During
failover, queries can be dropped or timed out until the failure is detected and
connections actually time out.
Migration to SQL 2012/2014 requires changes to applications that are difficult
to support – Significant challenges exist around application-level support for readonly scale out using the Availability Group secondary replicas. For the intelligent
read-only vs. read-write connections to be routed appropriately (via the AG
Primary), the client-side connections must contain read-intent connection strings
(Application Intent=ReadOnly). If a connection does not contain these parameters,
only the primary replica will see the connection. Also, note that in this model, all
connections go to the primary replica first via the VNN. The primary then takes care
of routing the connections to the secondaries based on the connection strings.
Limited real-time visibility – While numerous Microsoft toolsets exist that support
predictive analysis and database-level reporting, no current toolset allows for realtime logging and query-level analysis at a single aggregation point without installing
server-side agents or resorting to things like periodic sampling. In addition, sorting
through logs at the database level can be very time consuming, and logs cannot
offer true performance characteristics from the client/application perspective.
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Failover modes can lead to downtime – Within the SQL 2012/2014 Availability
Group model, the roles of primary and secondary replicas are dynamic in nature in
that they can potentially change roles at any given point in time. All along this
process, data synchronization is happening in the background across both
synchronous and asynchronous replicas, but replication can affect the various
forms of failover, depending on the replica. Overall, three forms of failover exist –
automatic, manual, and forced (with possible data loss). Most of the time, automatic
failovers are preferred, but in some instances a forced failover may be needed,
which can result in application timeouts and queries being dropped while the roles
are in flux. Even when the failover mode is automatic for a given Availability Group
set, there can be a potential lag in detecting a failure condition and promoting the
new primary replica.
Performance still lags – SQL Server 2012/2014 introduced a myriad of
performance enhancements focused around Microsoft xVelocity technology,
allowing for better scale than previous SQL Server versions. There is still room for
improvement, particularly when it comes to general offload of database traffic via a
query-level cache. Applications with a high amount of read-only workload typically
benefit from the use of query caching, especially if this cache is deployed at an
aggregation point and can be leveraged across multiple database servers. Some
caching mechanisms on SQL Server allow for tasks such as adhoc query caching,
but controlling and purging cache at a granular query level, even across stored
procedures, for example, is not possible. For example, a single insert into a table
with a million rows that was cached
will invalidate the entire cache
associated with that table. Also, onboard SQL Server caching lacks
built-in granular instrumentation that
allows for quickly creating cache
policies or viewing items such as
real-time cache usage statistics. The
cache is relevant only to that single
server and cannot be leveraged
across processes such as READ
queries that may be going to other
secondary replicas.
Connection management faces
constraints that impact
performance – Since connection
pooling is generally done at the
application server in most Microsoft
environments (ADO.net, JBDC driver
for SQL, etc.), it is constrained to the
single application server itself.
Additional application servers
creating new connections will have
their own sets of connection pools for
the SQL Server back end.

A typical SQL Server 2012/2014 deployment can lead to bottlenecks as
the always-on primary database might be overloaded. Lateral scale is
possible only if apps can distribute queries using read-intent strings.

In the Availability Group model, when the application servers initiate their
connections to SQL Server, they point directly to the VNN, which maps to the
primary replica. The primary replica then is responsible for re-routing the queries to
the secondaries based on the read-intent string, but the primary still has to do work
in fielding the initial TCP connection. Database servers are not optimized for
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generic TCP connection handling, especially in high-volume scenarios, and surges
can occur at any point, overwhelming the primary or secondary replicas. Since all
queries are sent initially to the primary replica, the primary replica can become a
performance bottleneck under heavy load.

ScaleArc for SQL Server – With 2012/2014:
Higher Availability, Instant Scalability, and
Better Performance with No App Changes
The ScaleArc database load balancing software abstracts application servers from
SQL Server database servers to break the forced 1:1 dependency between the app
and database tiers. ScaleArc enables zero downtime for apps – it provides auto
failover, instant scale up, and
transparent scale out. ScaleArc for
SQL Server provides the following
benefits:


Scales your database 10x or
more, and increase uptime,
without any changes to your
applications



Boosts performance up to 60x
with transparent caching



Reduces troubleshooting time
with real-time visibility into all
queries

ScaleArc is a high-performance SQL
proxy that can be deployed on bare
metal, on hypervisors, or in a cloud
environment, and it has been fully
tested and deployed in Azure.

HA and Auto Failover
ScaleArc is a TDS protocol-level proxy
that enables automatic read/write split
and provides dynamic load balancing,
allowing for seamless deployments in
ScaleArc is a Layer 7 SQL proxy that deploys transparently, without
SQL Server 2012/2014 setups without
requiring changes to applications or databases.
requiring app/driver or database
changes. Application servers do not
have to insert any ‘intent’ connection strings to fully utilize the replicas for scale out
of SQL 2012/2014 functionality and of read-level connections. ScaleArc will
automatically inspect each query and map it to connections on the back end
established with the primary and secondary replicas, inserting the appropriate
connection string on the fly. In performing query-level load balancing to all the
replicas, using patented query-level connection management and load balancing,
ScaleArc will select the best-performing database instance using characteristics
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such as Time To First Byte. ScaleArc measures database performance, end to end,
from the application server perspective.
ScaleArc tracks replication lag between the primary and secondary replicas,
allowing the administrator to dictate the tolerance of the lag behind the primary.
ScaleArc monitors the lag by inserting tracer data and reading from all the replicas
in parallel – this method is much more accurate than the generic stored procedure
leveraged in SQL Server today.
ScaleArc achieves SQL Server 2012/2014
availability by advertising and managing a
floating virtual IP for the application servers
to connect to at all times, thus abstracting
the individual SQL Server servers/
Availability Groups from the applications. In
a SQL Server 2012/2014 environment, the
ScaleArc floating Virtual IP takes the place
of the VNN associated with WSFC, and it in
turn will map to its own connections mapped
to the back-end primary and secondary
replicas. Connections are managed much
more effectively at a query level, and all
connections no longer have to be seen by
the primary replica via the VNN. ScaleArc
monitors the health of the databases using
its own health checks and tracks the status
of the Availability Group through monitoring
the VNN.
ScaleArc is a full SQL proxy, so the
application servers need not be notified of a
SQL Server failure. All application servers
ScaleArc can be configured quickly and easily using its SQL
continue to point to the Virtual IP address
Server 2012/2014 auto-config via the VNN server.
configured on ScaleArc. The ScaleArc
software provides surge protection, which
offers protection against flash events and denial of service attacks, along with a
surge queue which automatically kicks in when a role change happens across the
Availability Group, allowing for non-serviceable read-write queries to be intelligently
queued until the primary replica is back on line. When that occurs, the queries are
fed in a FIFO order to the primary replica, thus protecting the application server
from dropped queries or timeouts. ScaleArc provides all these capabilities with
100% transparency to the applications. Failover times are much faster than when
using the VNN in a standard SQL 2012/2014 Availability Group deployment and
prevent lost or dropped queries. Configuring ScaleArc with Availability Groups is a
snap, as it allows you to simply point to the VNN. ScaleArc will automatically
determine the replicas and their states on the fly. Servers can easily be taken out of
rotation for routine maintenance without requiring changes to apps – enabling zerodowntime maintenance.
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Real-time SQL Visibility
ScaleArc provides for unparalleled real-time visibility
of all SQL traffic traversing through production
database servers. SQL analytics are derived from
de-duplicating granular log data as it’s being
centrally logged by ScaleArc. This approach does
not require any sampling, as all queries are logged
and all data is utilized. Nor does it add any
performance overhead to the app or database
servers. ScaleArc charts the comprehensive
query/stored procedure performance data in a
simple graph and highlights all frequent-but-slow
queries for instant troubleshooting. These queries
can be immediately added to the ScaleArc cache
with a single click, to instantly accelerate database
and application performance. Also, with ScaleArc’s
real-time SQL instrumentation, application
developers and DBAs now have a non-intrusive,
performance-centric view of the SQL query load, all
with a simple click of the mouse. The ScaleArc SQL
analytics can also be used for auditing the SQL
traffic and analyzing performance bottlenecks.

The ScaleArc query analytics display provides insight into all
SQL traffic, reducing troubleshooting time and helping with
capacity planning.

Transparent Query-level
Caching for Better Performance
ScaleArc’s SQL caching technology is unique in the
marketplace. It’s an agentless approach that uses a
NoSQL database to store repetitive query responses,
thus enabling blazingly fast responses to subsequent
matching queries. Caching with ScaleArc requires no
application changes, can be deployed in minutes, and
has finer granularity than other solutions. ScaleArc
caching uses SQL query patterns generated from wirespeed de-duplication of all SQL queries. This approach
speeds up application performance and reduces load
on the database servers. Application response times
improve significantly because the responses are
served from memory rather than disk. ScaleArc has
been shown to increase response times up to 60x.
The ScaleArc software is also the only product
to support transparent caching of stored
procedures, allowing an administrator to drill
into the stored procedure and determine which
components can, and should, be served out of
the optimized ScaleArc in-memory cache.
Cache can be purged in a variety of
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ways including pre-setting time to live using the fully RESTful ScaleArc API or by
inserting application-level strings for various write operations. Cache can be cleared
down to an object level, allowing for granular and efficient cache management.

Connection Pooling and Multiplexing
ScaleArc provides immediate benefits with SQL connection offload, pooling,
and management. Since ScaleArc is SQL-protocol aware, it can terminate
SQL connections. ScaleArc provides the ability to isolate the client and
server SQL connection stack and can thus maintain persistent SQL
connections to the database servers across all the Availability Groups,
reusing them for multiple clients as required. An integrated, tunable surge
queue in ScaleArc manages concurrent connection bursts, providing
protection to database servers from excessive load.

The ScaleArc RESTful API makes
it easy to integrate ScaleArc into
your existing applications.

RESTful API Makes Integration Easy
ScaleArc is easy to configure, automate, and manage using its developer-friendly
RESTful API. Functions including cache management and server provisioning are
managed via the RESTful API, and the RESTful API makes it easy to integrate
ScaleArc into your existing applications.

Summary
SQL Server 2012/2014 represents a new platform for the enterprise with many enticing
new features and benefits. Still, end users and administrators face a number of
challenges in migrating applications to SQL Server 2012/2014 to fully take advantage
of all the benefits. ScaleArc offers a seamless and transparent path for migration, along
with an essential set of features that take fault tolerance, scalability, and visibility to the
next level.

For more information about ScaleArc for SQL Server on SQL Server 2012/2014, visit
www.scalearc.com, or contact us at sales@scalearc.com.

2901 Tasman Drive, Suite 205
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Phone: 1-408-780-2040
Fax: 1-408-427-3748
www.scalearc.com

ScaleArc is the leading provider of database load balancing software. The ScaleArc software
inserts transparently between applications and databases, creating an agile data tier that provides
continuous availability and increased performance for all apps. With ScaleArc, enterprises also
gain instant database scalability and a new level of real-time visibility for their application
environments, both on prem and in the cloud. Learn more about ScaleArc, our customers, and our
partners at www.scalearc.com.
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